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The Benetti Motopanfilo returns, bringing its enduring appeal to a new generation

When a much-loved yacht of yesteryear meets the new classic

M O T O PA N F I L O  3 7 M

THE FIRST LEISURE YACHT

IN THE EARLY SIXTIER



The Motopanfilo Benetti is reborn to meet the needs 
of the contemporary yacht owner. A 37 meter boat with 

an elegant design that evokes memories of the best nautical traditions. 
This is a one-of-a-kind masterpiece. 

This is the Motopanfilo of the 21st century.

A BOAT SUSPENDED IN TIME 





ENVISION

THE NEW

CONTEMPORARY

1-The midship connection 

between hull and superstructure

2-The ”shell” concept

3-The bronze ribbon

4-The integrated transom

5-The observation deck

The Motopanfilo most assuredly speaks the 

language of the twenty first century whilst 

echoing the carefree spirit and the design 

typical of the Sixties, with several 

nods to Benetti’s heritage and iconic

boats of that evocative decade.
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The new Benetti Motopanfilo may be unashamedly modern in its design, but its 
roots are firmly anchored in times gone by, in an era brimming with creativity 
and vitality.
It was the 1960s when Benetti launched the Motopanfilo, a yacht that rapidly 
became a much-coveted must-have among socialites, royalty and prominent 

personalities from the worlds of business and entertainment.
Today it returns to the spotlight, proudly retaining the indominitable spirit of 
those glorious heydays but reinterpreted to meet the standards and expectations 
of a twenty-first century clientele.

MOTOPANFILO 37M



An iconic design is usually 
one that is not only 
aesthetically pleasing, 
but also groundbreaking, 
innovative, timeless, 
memorable, and destined to 
cement a place in history.

MOTOPANFILO 37M



MOTOPANFILO 37M

The perfection of simplicity.

The hulls soar upwards like a smooth, perfect shell, 

seamlessly enveloping the superstructure.

b.inspired



Conceived as an evolution of the original wooden cap rail that 
edged the bulwark, the new “ribbon” is a modern 45-degree 
chamfer that defines the bulwark and runs seamlessly from the 
main deck to the upper deck overhang to provide a contemporary 
decorative flourish that simultaneously evokes the past.

MOTOPANFILO 37M



MOTOPANFILO 37M

The lines of the stern swoop gently down to the 

water, embracing the hull in a compact, striking 

design.





Whether talking of character or manner, of style 

or  approach, in all things, supreme excellence 

comes down to simplicity.

b.inspired





focus on

M O T O PA N F I L O  3 7 M

Exterior Details



Observation deck

MOTOPANFILO 37M

focus on

In prime position perched 

atop the yacht is a wonderful 

private retreat for two, a 

truly special spot to take in 

the sweeping views over the 

horizon in total tranquillity.



Hamptons style beach club

MOTOPANFILO 37M

focus on

With its fabric canopy 

opening up like an accordion 

to provide ample shade, the  

beach club with its touch of 

retro design is an enticing 

corner for relaxing by the 

water’s edge.



Foredeck outdoor pool lounge

MOTOPANFILO 37M

focus on





focus on

M O T O PA N F I L O  3 7 M

Interior Details



With this sketch, the renowned Italian 

architecture duo of Claudio Lazzarini 

and Carl Pickering explain the guiding 

idea behind their reinterpretation of the 

Motopanfilo, which springs from a quest 

to recreate the symbols and memories of 

the past and combine them with brand 

new elements.

The outlines and shapes of the boat play 

an integral and highly visible part in the 

design of its various spaces, starting with 

the below deck areas where the external 

walls of the cabins follow the curves of 

the hull.

LAZZARINI

& PICKERING

“The Motopanfilo interiors shall

not resemble those of a house, but those of a boat.”

- Claudio Lazzarini



The interiors are characterised 

by the presence of beams, an age-

old structural technique that with 

today’s technological solutions is 

rarely used, but is introduced here 

in a contemporary key to recreate a 

sensation of solidity and protection.

LAZZARINI

& PICKERING

Artful use of 

mirrors expands 

the perception of 

interior space and 

amplifies the sea 

views.



The main deck lounge, with 
its convivial circular divan 
zone, lends itself perfectly 
to the custom-designed 
furniture by Lazzarini & 
Pickering Architects.

MOTOPANFILO 37M



MOTOPANFILO 37M

Dining area on main deck

b.inspired



MOTOPANFILO 37M

Architectural framework details

b.inspired



The bar cabinet, with its cylindrical form 

in ribbed wood and mirrored surface, evokes 

the idea of a treasure chest filled with 

precious items.

LAZZARINI & PICKERING



MOTOPANFILO 37M

Main deck lounge

b.inspired



Seamless flow between 

the main deck indoor 

and outdoor lounges

MOTOPANFILO 37M



MOTOPANFILO 37M

Main deck aft cockpit

b.inspired



MOTOPANFILO 37M

Upper deck sky lounge

b.inspired



Upper deck aft terrace MOTOPANFILO 37M



Sundeck viewMOTOPANFILO 37M



Owner’s suiteMOTOPANFILO 37M



MOTOPANFILO 37M

Main deck and lower deck lobbies

b.inspired



Port side VIP stateroomMOTOPANFILO 37M



MOTOPANFILO 37M

Starboard guest cabin
Standard layout

Starboard guest cabin
Twin bed option

b.inspired



MOTOPANFILO 37M

Main galley and pantry

b.inspired



focus on
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The elements of
classical memories



THE FIRST LEISURE YACHTS

IN THE EARLY SIXTIES

1960-1970



M O T O PA N F I L O  3 7 M

A completely flush surface element connecting amidship the hull with the  superstructure, 
visually binding them together in a unique perfect volume, and visually balancing the fore and 

aft part of the boat to recreate an elongated profile perception.

T H E  M I D S H I P  C O N N E C T I O N  B E T W E E N  H U L L  A N D  S U P E R S T R U C T U R E



M O T O PA N F I L O  3 7 M

The quest for a unique and balanced volume characterized by clean soft lines and a limited num-
ber of protrusions and carved elements. The boat shape is conceived as a shell embracing those 

who are inside. 

T H E  ” S H E L L ”  C O N C E P T



M O T O PA N F I L O  3 7 M

Conceived as an evolution of the original  wood caprail edging the bulwark and decorating
the exterior profile, the new “ribbon” is a modern chamfer that defines the bulwark and travels 

seemlessly  from maindeck to uppderdeck overhang, finished
with a mat metallic bronze painting. 

T H E  B R O N Z E  R I B B O N



M O T O PA N F I L O  3 7 M

Like the round stern of the sixties, the transom of the 21st century Motopanfilo is fully integra-
ted in the hull volume. The chamfer flows gently down the hull shoulder connecting with and 
embracing the transom in one continual surface while the overall shape differs from the past.

T H E  I N T E G R AT E D  T R A N S O M



M O T O PA N F I L O  3 7 M

A cozy small deck placed atop.  On the new Motopanfilo, this area is created atop the sundeck 
and it is conceived as private retreat to welcome two persons  in a lounging sunpad during the 

day or a star view lounger in the evening. 

T H E  O B S E R V AT I O N  D E C K



MOTOPANFILO 37M GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

SUNDECK

UPPER DECK

MAIN DECK

LOWER DECK



MOTOPANFILO 37M GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

HULL 001

SUNDECK

UPPER DECK

MAIN DECK

LOWER DECK



CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL FIBREGLASS

OVERALL LENGTH (LOA) 36.8 mt / 120’ 9’’

MAXIMUM BEAM 7.8 mt / 25’ 3’’

MAXIMUM DRAFT 1,96 mt / 6’ 5’’’

FULL LOAD DISPLACEMENT 230 tons approx

GROSS TONNAGE (ITC ‘69) 297 GT

FUEL CAPACITY 35,000 l / 9,246 US gals

FRESH WATER CAPACITY 4,000 l / 1,056 US gals

MAIN ENGINES 2 X MAN V12 1029kW (1400 hp)

 2 X MAN V12 1213kW (1650 hp)

MAX SPEED 16 / 18 Knots

RANGE @ 10 Knots 3,800 Nautical Miles (approx)

EXTERIOR DESIGN Francesco Struglia & Benetti

INTERIOR DESIGN Lazzarini & Pickering Architects

ACCOMODATION FOR OWNER & GUESTS 10 persons in 5 cabins

ACCOMODATION FOR CREW 7 persons in 4 cabins

TENDER & TOYS Tender 5.05 mt / jet ski 3.3 mt

BUILDER Benetti Shipyard Via M. Coppino, 104 Viareggio (Lucca) - Italy
 Ph +39 05843821 sales@benettiyachts.it - benettiyachts.it

MOTOPANFILO 37M MAIN TECHNICAL DATA
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This brochure shall not constitute in any circumstance whatsoever any offer by the shipyard to any person or be incorporated into any contract. Any and all information contained in this brochure, including 
without limitation all technical data, performance, illustrations and drawings, are just a rough guide and they are not contractual and refer to standard models of motor yachts built by the shipyard and have 
been updated by the shipyards as of the date of issue of the brochure. Therefore the only indications binding on the seller are contained solely in the sale agreement and in the relevant specific manual. This 
brochure is based on information available at the date of issue. Notwithstanding all efforts to ensure accuracy, the information contained in the brochure may not cover all details, technical-commercial changes 
subsequent to the date of issue, nor accurately foresee or report all possible scenarios. 
Displays, photos, schemes, designs or examples contained in this brochure are solely and exclusively reproduced to highlight the information contained. Due to the different characteristics of each yacht, the 
shipyard declines any and all liability for any use thereof on the basis of the information contained in this brochure.

Benetti SpA via M. Coppino, 104 - Viareggio (Lucca) Italy - Phone +39 05843821 sales@benettiyachts.it - benettiyachts.it



THE 
HOUSE

OF YACHTING


